
Area of 
study

Your child will … 
(Knowledge)

Your child will be able to… 
(Skills)

Portraiture

Art Year  9  Knowledge  and  Skills

Observational Drawing of Facial 

Features, what are the features, recap 

prior knowledge of observation, tone 

and detail. 

Proportions of the face: where does 

everything line up and why? 

Grid method portrait; What is grid 

method and why is it used? 

Disciplinary Knowledge- Picasso and 

Cubism. 5W’s.

Artists study of Picasso’s work, 

drawing using transfer method.

Creating own portrait in Cubism style.

Clay Health and Safety, video, demo 

and questioning. 

Clay portrait incorporating layers and 

engraved areas.

Being able to demonstrate Observational Drawing, 

Tone, Detail, showing ability to use correct pencil 

pressure. 

Able to identify and demonstrate the correct 

positioning of the facial features, and show what 

proportions work for the face outline. 

Understanding process of grid method, able to draw 

out and show progress on drawing techniques 

through accuracy of portrait outcome, working lightly, 

controlling pencil pressure. Observation, Tone, 

Detail.

Able to identify 5 W’s and pass opinion on the work of 

Picasso and the Cubism movement. 

Drawing method of transferring method, or students 

can draw from observation. Application of tone and 

detail to complete. 

Using prior knowledge of Cubism and portrait 

drawing, combining these two with colour and detail. 

Health and Safety of using Clay, tools and method. 

Transforming drawing into clay, using score and slip, 

engrave, layering, smoothing. 

Autumn/ Spring Term



Area of 
study

Your child will … 
(Knowledge)

Your child will be able to… 
(Skills)

 

Architecture

Art Year  9  Knowledge  and  Skills

Working from photos and observational. Focus on 

drawing skills, proportion, markmaking, accuracy, tone 

and texture.

Artist study, identifying and using artist’s methods and 

techniques. 

Camille Walala, pattern and colour focus. Colour and 

pattern then combined with previous knowledge of 

observational drawings of architecture to combine as a 

design for a lino print. 

Health and Safety: Lino Cutting

Colour reduction with lino prints (Yr 7 prior knowledge) , 

learning to layer colours and reflecting on colour theory. 

Focus of composition, technique and process 

throughout.

Spring/ Summer Term

Observational Drawings: Pencil and 

pen 

Disciplinary Knowledge: John Piper, 

5Ws. 

Disciplinary Knowledge: Camille 

Walala 5Ws. Study of artists work and 

method. Inspiration from artists work to 

create designs for lino print out come. 

What is lino? How can it be used? What 

makes it a good printing technique? 

Health and Safety: Lino Cutting

Colour reduction Lino Printing- how it 

works, why, exploring percentage of 

what needs to be removed. 


